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Glossary of Terms
Vision Statement

Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

A statement of a desired future state which the
organisation wishes to bring about either for itself
and/or its key stakeholders.

A performance indicator which is considered
to be very important in showing the success of
an organisation, employee, policy, process. etc.
in meeting a set purpose or objectives.

Mission Statement
Sets out the highest-level objective(s) to be achieved.
A written declaration of an organisation’s core
purpose and focus that normally remains unchanged
over time. Properly crafted mission statements (1)
serve as ﬁlters to separate what is important from
what is not, (2) clearly state which markets will be
served and how, and (3) communicate a sense of
intended direction to the entire organisation.

Environmental Analysis
(Internal & External)

Standard
A statement of a level of quality or attainment.

Enabler
Capabilities, forces and resources that contribute
to the success of an activity, project or entity.

Leveraging
To use resources in one area to maximum
advantage of the entire Group.

PoLHA uses a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats) analysis as a tool/
technique to identify the barriers to achieving the
mission or enablers that assist in its achievement,
now or in the future.

Strategy
A plan of action designed to achieve a long-term
or overall aim. Sets out how to harness the enablers
and overcome the barriers in order to achieve
the mission.
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Welcome
It has been a privilege to work with our customers,
members of the local community, colleagues and our
Board members to create this ambitious plan for the
next ﬁve years. I feel excited about our Group’s
potential to play an important role in the ongoing
regeneration of Leith and north Edinburgh by
providing excellent affordable homes and life-changing
services in brilliant communities.
Heather Kiteley
Group Chief Executive
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Introducing the
PoLHA Group
The Port of Leith Housing Association (PoLHA) Group includes:
the registered social landlord and charity, Port of Leith Housing
Association (the parent organisation), and three wholly-owned
subsidiary companies: a private rented sector letting agent,
Persevere Developments Ltd (PDL), a community initiatives/social
enterprise company, Quay Community Improvements CIC (Quay CI),
and a multi-trades repairs and maintenance company, TB Mackay
Energy Services (TBM).
There are signiﬁcant opportunities over the years up to 2025 for the Group to play an important part
in the ongoing regeneration and development of Leith and in the wider Edinburgh Waterfront, within
Western Harbour and Granton in particular. The Group is extremely well placed to continue playing
a very active part creating new and large scale mixed-use and mixed-tenure communities and, where
new services will be developed, providing ongoing maintenance and support linking together both
existing and new communities in future.
There are also opportunities through collaboration and partnership working with other RSLs
operating in the city and including through the newly formed ARCHIE alliance of smaller independent
organisations to be working more closely together, and beneﬁtting through sharing knowledge and
information, undertaking joint procurement activity to secure improved value for speciﬁc goods and
services, and improving the range of service offering to tenants and other stakeholders in future.

3,000

PoLHA is the largest social
landlord in Leith, owning and
managing almost 3,000 homes.

90%

Approximately 90% are
for social rent through the
Association.

10%

10% are for mid market
rent through Persevere
Developments.

It is also a period of signiﬁcant change and challenge, most notably from the continued roll out of
Universal Credit, from the uncertainty and the impact of Brexit, and from the inevitable disruption
to residents and businesses due to the planned extension of the tram line to Newhaven being
constructed over the next three years.
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Port of Leith Housing Association (PoLHA)
Port of Leith Housing Association was founded as a registered
social landlord in 1975 in response to a growing need for better
management arrangements for a deteriorating stock of older
tenement properties and for investment in building, and managing,
new affordable housing for the growing population. Initially,
its existence focused largely on landlord responsibilities, building
and providing good quality social rented properties plus a small
number of shared ownership properties.
The Association, which is also a registered charity, has grown continuously and developed
its strategic thinking to a position where it now recognises its role and position as a leader and
inﬂuencer in developing high quality “places” in which to live, including improving the available
choices and access to affordable housing and support for independent living. This has led to the
creation of the subsidiary companies, Persevere Developments Ltd in 2010, and Quay Community
Improvements in 2016, and the acquisition of an existing company, TB Mackay Energy Services,
in 2019, reinforcing the increased scope of the PoLHA Group operations more widely within
the community of Leith and north Edinburgh.
The Association has historically seen its operations as being based largely in the area of the former
Burgh of Leith and wider north Edinburgh. It now operates in an arc from the east edge of the
Cramond district of Edinburgh through the top of Leith Walk and back to Portobello in the north
east of the City.
Edinburgh has an acute need and high demand for affordable housing. In a very pressured housing
market, access to affordable housing continues to be very challenging for households with incomes
at or below average levels. Operating in Leith and north Edinburgh, PoLHA regularly receives a much
higher than average number of bids through EdIndex for each available social let, in 2019 averaging
320 per property compared to a city wide average of 230. Demand for mid market rented housing
also continues to be very high.
The Scottish Government has a target for at least 50,000 more affordable homes to be delivered by
2021. The City of Edinburgh Council has a target of 20,000 new affordable homes to be built over 10
years by 2026 which will require a sustained effort and focus of public subsidy (Housing Association
Grant) and private investment in order to continue providing both new social and mid market rented
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homes required over this period. As part of the Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region Deal,
a renewed focus has been placed on completing the regeneration of the Edinburgh Waterfront
which, in Granton and Western Harbour in particular, presents a major opportunity for creating
larger scale new mixed use and mixed tenure neighbourhoods, including a very signiﬁcant numbers
of new homes.
The Association is committed to working towards delivering excellent services. Through continuous
review and focus on improvements to performance, the Association strives to improve both value
for money and levels of customer satisfaction. Through the Customer Connect Group, and other
feedback mechanisms, the Association will continue to improve its understanding of what our
customers’ priorities are and the actions necessary to further improve performance. Independent
veriﬁcation of the quality of our services will be provided through various mechanisms, including
through Quality Scotland/EFQM, Investors in People, Tenant Participation Advisory Service and
Investors in Diversity accreditation.
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Persevere Developments Ltd (PDL)
In 2010, Persevere Developments Ltd was established as a wholly
owned subsidiary, to enable the Association to increase the range
of affordable housing options available. It has achieved this through
extending operations into the private rental sector and providing
(mid market) rental opportunities to individuals and families in work
on lower income levels who are not eligible for social rented
properties or who ﬁnd open market housing costs for renting
(or owning) unaffordable.
The operating model for PDL is that it currently leases properties for mid market rent from the
Association. The Association provides management services to PDL for the properties.
Within the private rented sector in the City, demand continues to outstrip supply resulting in open
market rented housing costs being very high, and currently at levels averaging at over 55% of the
total household income. This leaves a growing section of the population struggling to access and
afford either private rental housing or owner occupation. It can therefore be conﬁdently predicted
that there will continue to be a signiﬁcant demand for the mid market rent homes provided by PDL
for the foreseeable future.

Company Registration Number SC388989
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Quay Community Improvements CIC (Quay)
In 2016, Quay was incorporated as the Association’s second whollyowned subsidiary, in order to continue to support its “wider role” work
to improve both the local environmental and social fabric of the area
at a time when ﬁnancial resources from both national and local
government to support these have been diminishing.
Quay has been established as a social enterprise to deliver commercial services for proﬁt which,
in turn, will be reinvested back into the community. Its initial focus was to develop the commercial
elements of its remit and it started by providing stair cleaning services. With the ongoing
regeneration underway in the Edinburgh Waterfront, where substantial new mixed-use
neighbourhoods are being created, there are signiﬁcant new opportunities for Quay to provide
services in support of the Group’s “place making” ambitions. Having also supported the creation
of ARCHIE (the alliance of registered co-operative and housing associations, independent in
Edinburgh) in 2018 bringing eight housing organisations into a framework for more collaborative
joint working, there is potential for Quay to extend its social enterprise activity supporting
communities throughout north Edinburgh and more widely.

Company Registration Number SC538129
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TB Mackay Energy Services (TBM)
A very signiﬁcant part of the service offer to tenants is about the
physical quality of the home, that it is in a good state of repair and
provides a safe and secure place to live. Following a competitive
tendering process undertaken four years ago, the Association entered
into a new partnership with TBM as service provider for both
responsive repairs and gas servicing, which has resulted in closer
collaboration to improve both the service offer and the quality
and cost of what is provided.
A key strategic risk for the Association is that the beneﬁts of this collaboration could potentially
be lost through either TBM not securing the contract again and/or it being taken over by another
commercial business which could result in a poorer service offer and quality/cost to the
Association and its customers.
Through joint agreement the Association has in 2019 acquired the whole business as a going concern,
including all assets and existing contracts with a range of other public, private and RSL clients to
deliver a multi trades repairing and improvement service. This strategic acquisition provides comfort
mitigating a key risk to the Association more effectively in future and provides the opportunity to
further improve systems and processes for both repairs and maintenance functions for the Group,
offering greater value for money and improved customer satisfaction levels in future.

Company Registration Number SC202640
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The Group
Strategic Plan
Strategic Plan

We are pleased to present the Group’s vision, mission and operating
principles, to show how the Group will strive to achieve them and
to outline the approach to managing and mitigating the key risks
presented from its operating environment.

Homes

Communities

Company

A wide and comprehensive consultation with customers and stakeholders has shaped the
development of this plan. From late 2018 staff and Board Members were asked to consider what
motivated them to work with PoLHA and ultimately why PoLHA exists. Discussion sessions were held
with staff, Board Members, tenants and local community groups during 2019 to identify priorities
and what they considered the focus of the strategy should be over the next ﬁve years. People working
and living in Leith and north Edinburgh were invited to complete an online or face to face
questionnaire about what concerns and priorities they have for the future.
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During 2019 the results from the stakeholder consultations and the 2018 tenant census were
analysed alongside performance and other contextual information by the Board, Management
and Staff in order to identify and articulate the Vision and Mission for the Group and the strategic
themes, elements, operating principles, goals and results to be achieved by March 2025.
Appendix 1 contains a list of the contextual documents referred to when forming the plan.
A further stakeholder consultation was carried out in late 2019 to ensure buy in and engagement
from staff, Board Members and community members in order to check that the plan will deliver
what our stakeholders want.
The overall strategy outlined in this document is supported by a range of speciﬁc strategy
and action plan documents (see Appendix 2).

Vision & Misson
The PoLHA Group Vision is:
Our communities are brilliant.
The PoLHA Group Mission is:
To make a positive impact on people’s lives in Leith
and north Edinburgh by providing affordable homes
and services, and creating brilliant communities.
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Operating Principles
We will apply the following PoLHA Group Operating Principles to ensure the
decisions we make in pursuit of our mission make sound business sense:
We will provide value for money for our customers by:
Keeping rents affordable and comparable aiming for a low-cost /
high-performance benchmarking position.
Leveraging the group to ensure costs of activities are effectively
funded.
We will maintain an operating surplus sufﬁcient to meet future
obligations.
We will keep our environmental impact to a minimum.
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Values
We will demonstrate the following PoLHA Group Values when
delivering our work:
Inclusion - means we work together and actively welcome
everyone’s contribution.
Honesty - means we are open, trust each other and deliver
what we promise.
Respect - means we value everyone’s opinion, listen to each
other and challenge positively.
Support - means we are approachable and do what we can
to help.
Innovation - means we share ideas about how to continue
improving our services.
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Strategic Goals
We will deliver the stated vision and mission by achieving our
strategic goals outlined in the tables below:
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Brilliant Homes
Creating more homes

Keeping homes brilliant

Strategic Goals

Caring for the environment

Results to be delivered by March 2025

To increase the supply of safe, secure, suitable and
affordable new homes for people who need them.

To deliver a minimum of 608 affordable homes

To increase the amount and type of homes
delivered by the Group.

At least 50% of SR stock will be suitable for sheltered, amenity,
wheelchair adapted or general needs level access
At least 5% of SR and MMR stock will be suitable for larger families (5
person plus)
We will offer low-cost home ownership or open market housing for rent
or sale
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Creating more homes

Strategic Goals
All PoLHA properties will meet or exceed the
minimum PoLHA Home Standard.

Keeping homes brilliant

Caring for the environment

Results to be delivered by March 2025
All social rent properties will have an EPC of D or above
All MMR properties will have an EPC of C or above
We will have carried out internal wall insulation upgrades to 150
pre-1919 properties
70% of SR properties will have a Home Standard rating of Gold or above
80% of MMR properties will have a PoLHA Home Standard rating of
Gold or above

To reduce the number of pre-1919 properties
owned by the Group.

90 properties will be sold from the list of properties identiﬁed as
unsuitable for long term management
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Creating more homes

Keeping homes brilliant

Strategic Goals
We will create or facilitate opportunities to reduce
environmental impact and improve the quality of
neighbourhood spaces.

Caring for the environment

Results to be delivered by March 2025
There will be ﬁve new green/recreational spaces for community use
(permanent or otherwise) created or facilitated by the group
We will identify and achieve a reduction in our carbon footprint
We will have grown our factoring service by 10%
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Brilliant Communities
Strengthening a community voice

Strategic Goals
To have engaged with communities in Leith and
north Edinburgh to maximise our impact on
meeting speciﬁcally identiﬁed local needs.

Supporting wellbeing

Results to be delivered by March 2025
We will have representation on appropriate, identiﬁed community-based
groups and networks
Members of Leith and north Edinburgh communities are represented on
identiﬁed groups and networks
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Strengthening a community voice

Strategic Goals

Supporting wellbeing

Results to be delivered by March 2025

To maintain and grow services for, and in, local
communities to support healthy living, and address
social deprivation, isolation and exclusion.

There will be ﬁve new services in local communities created or facilitated
by the Group

The maximum number of tenants will be enabled
to live independently at home.

We will have invested a minimum of £50K per annuum in adapting
properties to enable independent living for tenants

Develop employability and other support services by
supporting people to maximise life opportunities.

There will be a 10% increase in social impact as measured through
HACT methodology
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A Brilliant Company
Attracting & retaining
brilliant people

Developing & maintaining
brilliant systems
& processes

Strategic Goals
To have a team of dedicated, skilled, professional
people who enjoy great working conditions, and
can learn and develop to fulﬁl their potential.

Delivering brilliant services

Results to be delivered by March 2025
Placing in top 20 within the Best Companies to Work for in the UK
category of the UK Best Companies to Work For Award Framework
Hold Healthy Working Lives Gold accreditation
Hold Investors in Diversity accreditation
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Attracting & retaining
brilliant people

Strategic Goals
To have highly effective systems and
processes for supporting the business
and delivering excellent services.

Developing & maintaining
brilliant systems
& processes

Delivering brilliant services

Results to be delivered by March 2025
50% of social housing customers registered and using digital services
100% of PDL transactions are available digitally to customers
75% of Association transactions are available digitally to customers
100% paper-free processes for routine HR administration between
Group and Staff
Quality Scotland’s EFQM-based standards Recognised for Excellence
Assessment: at least 5-Star level accreditation
At least 90% of staff will report satisfaction with the ICT systems in use
in the organisation
100% of back-ofﬁce processes are able to be carried out using mobile
technology
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Attracting & retaining
brilliant people

Developing & maintaining
brilliant systems
& processes

Strategic Goals
To have performance standards in key functions
of the business that are in the top quartile of any
housing sector organisation.

Delivering brilliant services

Results to be delivered by March 2025
External VFM benchmarking will show key performance indicator levels
for PoLHA are demonstrating maintained or continuous improvement,
with no functions in the low performance quartiles
Recognition of excellence in tenant participation and communication,
achieving Customer Service Excellence accreditation
At least 90% of customers will report satisfaction with access to services
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Contextual documents referred to when
forming the plan
The following contextual documents were referred to when forming the plan
and are available on request:
Results from 2018 stakeholder strategy consultations
Results from 2018 tenant census
2018 Landlord Report
2018 Benchmarking Report
PoLHA Group – Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Strengths (SWOT)
analysis – September 2019
North East Edinburgh and North West Edinburgh Locality Improvement Plans
2017-2022
City of Edinburgh Council, “Strategic Housing Investment Plan 2018-2023”,
November 2018
City of Edinburgh Council, “Programme for the Capital: the City of Edinburgh
Council Business Plan 2017-22”, August 2017
Edinburgh Health and Social Care Partnership Strategic Plan, 2019-2022
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Appendix 2 - Supporting plans and strategies
The following speciﬁc topic area Strategy and Action Plan documents support
the plan and are available on request:
PoLHA Annual Business Delivery Plan
PDL Annual Business Delivery Plan
Quay Annual Business Delivery Plan
TBM 3-year Business Delivery Plan
PoLHA Asset Management Strategy and Action Plan
PoLHA Community Initiative Strategy
PoLHA Group Equalities & Diversity Management Strategy and Action Plan
PoLHA Group People Strategy and Plan
PoLHA Group Public Relations and External Communication Strategy and
Action Plan
PoLHA Staff Training and Development Strategy and Action Plan
Group Treasury Strategy

Appendix 3 - Business Risk Management Summary
Appendix 4 - Financial Projections
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We’re making a positive impact on
people’s lives in Leith and north
Edinburgh by providing affordable
homes and services, and creating
brilliant communities.
Email or call us on 0131 554 0403

Scottish Charity No. SC027945. Financial Conduct Authority No. FRN772734
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